ART. 443]
A SYSTEM OF CONDUCTOKS.
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These correspond to equations (1) of Art. 438. Solving these we find as a linear function of Vlt F2, F"8, the three coefficients are respectively qu, qu, q2%. Ex. 2. Two insulated electrified spheres (radii rlt r2) are at a considerable distance c from each other ; prove that the coefficients of potential and induction are approximately given by
440.    TA0 Ziwes o/1 /orc&    Consider the lines of force which intersect the surface of a conductor.    Since at any point of the surface 4<7rp — — dV/dn, it is clear that the potential decreases or increases outwards along these lines according as they intersect the conductor at a point of positive or negative electricity, (Art. 114).
Let a point P travel along a line of force in such a direction that the potential at P continually decreases. The line of force is said to issue from or terminate at a conductor according as the point P crosses its surface in an outward or inward direction.
It follows that a line of force can issue from a conductor only at a point of positive electricity and will then either proceed to an infinite distance or terminate at a point of negative electricity on some conductor of lower potential.
If a line of force proceed from one conductor to another, it joins points A, B on the two conductors which are oppositely electrified.
441.    If a tube of force intersect two conductors, the quantities of electricity at the two ends are equal and of opposite signs.
Divide the given tube into elementary tubes ; let the areas at the extremities A, B of any one of these be d<r, da'. Let the forces at A, B measured outwards from the conductors be F3 F'y then Fdo-^-F'dv', (Art. 127). Since 4?rp = P, fap'^F', we have pdcr = — p'dcr'.
442.    The conductor of greatest positive potential can have only positive electricity on its surface.   For, if any element of its surface were negatively electrified, a line of force could terminate at that element.   Such a line must have issued from a conductor of greater positive potential.    Similarly the conductor of greatest negative potential can have only negative electricity on its surface.    See Art. 380.
443.    To prove that all the coefficients of the potential (pll} PM> <£c.) are positive and that the coefficient prs is less than either
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Let Uie body Ar be charged with a positive unit of electricity

